Design-based research: Connecting theory and practice in pharmacy educational intervention research.
Interventional research in pharmacy education includes the study of complex challenges that can be difficult to navigate. Design-based research (DBR), is a systematic and iterative approach to interventional research that is attentive to the practical and theoretical contributions to education. Practical contributions include the creation of novel solutions to complex problems that improve learning while theoretical contributions include refining our understanding of context-specific learning. In this paper, we describe how we addressed challenges associated with student collaboration in pharmacy education by applying DBR to bridge theory and practice. DBR is characterized as authentic, contextually aware, collaborative, theoretically focused, methodologically diverse, practical, iterative, and operation-oriented. DBR includes three iterative phases: (1) analysis and exploration, (2) design and construction, and (3) evaluation and reflection. To integrate DBR into interventional research, scholars should work collaboratively with diverse teams of experts. DBR also requires extensive planning, a toolkit of expansive research methodologies, and attention to practical and theoretical considerations. Finally, scholars should share their work as often as possible and engage in creative exercises to promote innovative solutions to challenges in education. DBR offers an approach to generate practical, theoretical, and scholarly contributions to pharmacy education research. In summary, DBR can aid pharmacy educational scholars by using a flexible, iterative, and systematic process to generate novel and creative solutions to complex problems.